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SUBTITLE:
“Two Paradigms Lost”
(more about that in a minute)

1. Emergence of large-scale (coastal) ecosystem
restoration in the US
2. Individualistic vs. comprehensive restoration
3. Urgency for more systematic and strategic
approaches
4. Three case studies from different coastal settings,
challenges, approaches and stages of
comprehensive restoration
5. Point to “lessons learned”….not mutually exclusive
from WISER experience!
6. Ultimate, perhaps provocative, “take-home”
message

DRIVERS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COASTAL RESTORATION
• Chronology, mandate and limitations of mitigation-based
restoration, e.g., Rivers and Harbors Act Sec. 10 (1899),
Clean Water Act Sec. 404 (1972/1987), and other
compensatory mechanisms for wetland loss and degradation
• None the less, continually declining wetland resource; .
coastal emergent wetlands alone have declined by ~3,000
km2 since the 1950’s, and additional -2% between 2004 and
2009
• Emergence of non-regulatory, site-specific, but relatively

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM
SAV RESTORACTION ACTIONS

http://www.chesapeakebay.net/

OPPORTUNISTIC APPROACH TO
RESTORATION OF PUGET SOUND
Primary Focus on Salmon Habitat

• already a large investment in
opportunistic restoration
• focused almost exclusively on
Pacific salmon decline
• “optimal” restoration actions
• individual, small-scale
• community-based
• designed to maximize social
investment and equitable distribution

• assume build it (anywhere) and
they will come
• little science-based planning of
what and how much is needed and
where

2010 Estuarine and
Salmon Restoration
Program (ESRP)
projects

OPPORTUNISTIC APPROACH TO
RESTORATION OF PUGET SOUND

Often Paying No Attention to Natural Ecosystem Processes

Photo: H. Shipman

• large woody debris (LWD)
“installed” on Puget Sound
beach to emulate natural
wood recruitment and serve,
in part, as important feature
of juvenile salmon habitat

Photo: H. Shipman

OPPORTUNISTIC, COMMUNITY-BASED
RESTORATION HAS MADE A
DIFFERENCE!

Big Quilcene (18.2 ha; $199,886)
Little Quilcene (1.5 ha; $200,005)
Red Salmon Slough (18.2 ha; $113,187)

Duckabush Estuary (1.1 ha; $200,228)
Lilly Point (52.6 ha; $2,022,500)
http://www.nps.gov/olym/naturescience/dam-removal-blog.htm

Nisqually NWR (290 ha; $4,000,000)

EMERGENCE OF TWO PARADIGMS
1. The Field of Dreams (hypothesis) Paradigm:

“If you build it, they will come”
“There is some support for this
hypothesis. In wetland restoration,
“getting the hydrology right” seems to
be the most important ingredient for
restoration success, with proper soil
characteristics also necessary.”
(Palmer et al. 1997, 2010)
[with apologies to Kevin Costner]

[with apologies to Gary Larson!

EMERGENCE OF TWO PARADIGMS
2. The Band-Aids Paradigm:

“Death by a Thousand Cuts Can Be
Cured by a Thousand Band-Aids”

Photo Credit: nick van woert

INDIVIDUALISTIC VS. COMPREHENSIVE,
SYSTEM-SCALE RESTORATION
• mitigation-based restoration funding vs. difficulty and delay
in restoration funding at system scale, usually not until crisis
level and requires institutional (typically federal) action
• comprehensive, system-scale restoration planning is usually
the product of governmental (local-national) initiatives
o
o
o
o

address major ecosystem impairment
correct historic damage for which government was responsible
recovery threatened/endangered species
almost always reactive, never proactive

• despite persistent uncertainties, little if any funding available
for monitoring beyond ‘compliance’…..not functional, not
adaptive
• ecosystem processes required for sustainable restoration
need to be addressed at comprehensive, watershedlandscape system scale
• recovery of many ecosystem goods and services ultimately
depends on restoration planned at that scale.

RAPIDLY RUNNING OUT OF
RESOURCES, TIME AND KNOWLEDGE
Unlikely to attain “critical landscape” by random
actions
• emerging, and typically accelerating, stressors—
climate change, development, water demand—
operate at large spatial scales
• opportunities for sustainable restoration often lay
outside the historic template over which
restoration is often focused…..there’s no “return
to neverland” (Duarte et al. 2009)

URGENTLY NEED TO GET
OF THE CURVE

AHEAD

Restoration Planning Needs to be More
SYNTHETIC and Ultimately STRATEGIC
“I skate to where the puck is going to be, not where it has been.”

“You miss 100% of the shots you don't take.”

SYNTHETIC vs. STRATEGIC
• synthetic: combine and integrate our
knowledge of the dynamic processes and
factors that will determine the sustainability of
restoration at the system scale
• strategic: comprehensively guide the
allocation of resources toward large-scale
and effective restoration.
• “To be successful, strategic restoration needs to be
undertaken within a watershed perspective and
incorporate large scale concepts and theory, in both
geomorphology and ecology, that have been
developed over the last 40 years, but also give due
consideration to local knowledge and stakeholder
opinion.” (Skinner and Bruce-Burgess 2005)

YOU CAN’T IGNORE SOCIETAL,
ECONOMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL TRADEOFFS
Despite this analytical
perspective, economic,
social and institutional
constraints often conflict
with the comprehensive
restoration planning
required to achieve more
synthetic and strategic
restoration ….many
trade-offs

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
• How do we scale up beyond opportunistic, ad hoc,
individual, community-based restoration to
landscapes?
• How do we balance restoration approaches that are
scientifically strategic with those that are
institutionally implementable?
• How do stakeholders become engaged and
invested in restoration planning that will require
extensive intervention in a human accommodated
landscape?
• How do we accurately frame the tradeoffs? ....especially the future prognosis?
• What opportunities will optimally accommodate

TALE OF THREE LESSONS
Three case studies with different perspectives from three large
estuarine/coastal systems that incorporates several decades of
experience with restoration planning at multiple scales
è emerging results, although the fat lady hasn’t finished singing!
Puget Sound

Chesapeake Bay

Louisiana Coast

CHESAPEAKE BAY
• Setting
o 11,600 km2 complex estuarine bay

• Drivers
o agricultural and municipal watershed
inputs; river deterioration

nutrient

• Symptoms (pressure & state)
o eutrophication and water quality deterioration, submerged
aquatic vegetation loss, benthic community degradation

• Comprehensive Restoration Programs,
Duration and Investment
o Chesapeake Bay Program, 14 yr, US$ 27 million
o full participation of most of the surrounding states, with
considerable public investment

CHESAPEAKE BAY
• Goals and Objectives
o reduce pollutants from multiple sources and restore
water quality, and restore wildlife habitat for fish, birds,
crabs and mammals

• Stakeholders and Challenges
o full participation of most of the surrounding states, with
considerable public investment

• Prognosis

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM
• 1987 Chesapeake Bay Agreement set the first numeric goals
to reduce pollution and restore the Bay ecosystem
• In 2000, Bay Program partners signed Chesapeake 2000, a
comprehensive agreement that set a clear vision and
strategy to guide restoration efforts through 2010,
establishing 102 goals to reduce pollution, restore
habitats, protect living resources, promote sound land
use practices and engage the public in Bay restoration.
• In 2009, recognizing that they needed to dramatically
accelerate the pace of Bay restoration, the Program decided
to focus on short-term restoration goals called milestones to
be meet every two years; completion scheduled for 2025.
• In 2010, the EPA established the landmark Chesapeake Bay
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for nutrients and
sediments.

CHESAPEAKE BAY PROGRAM
By 2010:
• The Bay’s water quality remains very poor.
Too
much nutrient and sediment pollution
flows to
the Bay and its streams, creeks
and rivers.
• Overall, the Bay’s habitats and lower food web
remain far below what is needed to support
thriving populations of underwater life.
• Many of the Bay’s fish and shellfish populations
are suffering due to pollution, diseases,
overharvesting and lack of food and habitat.
http://www.chesapeakebay.net/track/health/bayhealth

CHESAPEAKE BAY
NITROGEN

PHOSPHORUS

TMDL=185.9
TMDL=12.5

http://www.chesapeakebay.net/track/health/bayhealth

CHESAPEAKE BAY “HEALTH”

In 2008-2010, 38 percent of the combined In 2010, 18 percent of the Bay’s tidal
waters met the water clarity goal
open water, deep water and deep
channel water volume in the Bay and its
tidal tributaries met dissolved oxygen
standards during summer

There were 79,675 acres of bay grasses
in the Bay in 2010. This is 43 percent of
the goal.

In 2010, 49 percent of the Bay and its
tidal tributaries met the bottom habitat
goal.

http://www.chesapeakebay.net/track/health/bayhealth

In 2010, 22 percent of the Bay’s tidal
waters had chlorophyll a concentrations
that achieved the goal

According to 2008 data, there are an
estimated 3 billion grams of oyster
biomass in the Bay and its tidal
tributaries.

CHESAPEAKE BAY

Orth et al. 2010 Est. Coasts 33:1144-1163)

CHESAPEAKE BAY

93% of projects gave no indication about
whether monitoring was completed

N = 4224 projects, 1980-2005

Hassett et al. (2005 Frontiers Ecol. 3:259-257)

1990-2003: US$423 million; $94,000/project

LOUISIANA COAST
• Setting
o 21,500 km2 coastal zone of
marsh, forested
bayous

emergent
swamps, lakes and

• Drivers
o wetland loss, salinity intrusion, coastal community
flooding; lost over 4,800 km2 of coastal wetlands since
1932

• Symptoms (pressure & state)
o natural geologic subsidence, hurricanes, oil & gas
canals

THE EMERGENCE AND SUBSIDENCE OF
THE LOUISIANA COAST

Images courtesy of R. Twilley and J. Day

THE RECONSTRUCTED COAST

1947 Fisk Map
Images courtesy of R. Twilley and J. Day

THE VALUED AND VALUABLE COAST

Photos: S. Laska

LOUISIANA COASTAL LAND LOSS

Coastal Louisiana has lost an average of 88 km2 of wetland yr-1
over last 50 yr—>4900 km2 between 1932 and 2000, and is
projected to lose 2,825 km2 in next 50 years; additional 562 km2
lost in between 2004-2005 due to hurricanes.
.

THE FUTURE IN 50 YEARS!

Mississippi Delta in 2100 (Blum and Roberts 2009; Nature GeoScience)
DRAFT 2012 Louisiana Master Plan

~1.3 million people in Louisiana live at or below sea level

OPTIONS FOR RESPONSE
BY HUMAN COMMUNITIES
• relocate entire communities
• stay in place with major local community
structural changes (ring levees)
• seasonal use of coast
• in-place responses:
– adaptation/mitigation/non-structural (land-use
regulations
– raising houses
– storm surge reduction = restored coast
(J. Day; CERF 2011)

LOUISIANA COAST

• Comprehensive Restoration Programs, Duration
and Investment

o Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection & Restoration Act,
11 yr, US$ 80 million yr-1; Louisiana Coastal Area, 14 yr,
US$ 150 million yr-1; Louisiana Coastal Master Plan, 4 yr,
projected US$ 20-50 billion estimated over 50 yr

• Goals and Objectives

o propose a series of projects that can reduce flooding risks
and rebuild wetlands on a large scale, while also
considering the diverse needs of communities

• Stakeholders and Challenges
•

extensive community input; public resistance to shifting
resources, such as oysters; hard trade-offs!

• Prognosis

o highly vulnerable to accelerated sea level rise, hurricane,
storm surge damage; exceedingly high price in current

LOUISIANA COAST MASTER PLAN
Predictive Models

Uncertainty
Scenarios
Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model
Uncertainty
Analysis
Identify
Projects

Spatially-Explicit
Predictions
•
•

Future without Action
Future with Alternative Actions
(project ensembles)

sea level rise
subsidence
storm intensity
storm frequency
river discharge
sediment load
rainfall
evapotranspiration
nutrient
concentration
marsh collapse
threshold

Project
Prioritization

LOUISIANA COAST MASTER PLAN

LOUISIANA COAST MASTER PLAN

PUGET SOUND
• Setting
o 4,000 km of complex inland sea
shoreline and multiple
stream deltas; steep
narrow intertidal zone

estuarine
river and
shoreline with

• Drivers
o degraded shoreline processes, wetland
loss, depressed populations of nearshore-dependent
species; nearshore ecosystems less diverse and
simplified

• Symptoms (pressure & state)
o residential and commercial development of beach
shorelines and river deltas

LOVING
PUGET
SOUND TO
DEATH

Photo: C. Simenstad

Photo: H. Shipman

Photo: H. Shipman

Source of the Thousand Cuts?

WHY DO PEOPLE
CARE ABOUT
PUGET SOUND
NEARSHORE
• Ecosystem goods and
services are critical to
our regions health:
– Recovery of listed species
and prevention of future
ESA listings
– Direct economic benefits
from commercial and
recreational harvests
– Keeping our cultural
heritage alive

And besides, everything’s just a little
better in the Pacific Northwest….

PUGET SOUND
• Comprehensive Restoration Programs,
Duration and Investment
o Puget Sound Nearshore Ecosystem Restoration
Project (PSNERP), 9 yr, US$ 17.2 million

• Goals and Objectives
o assemble a portfolio of potential solutions to restore,
protect and preserve nearshore ecosystems

• Stakeholders and Challenges
•

adopted community-based restoration project
proposals as initial project population; more of a
selection filter than strategic planning

• Prognosis
o initially implemented project unlikely to meet Project

PSNERP-NST APPROACH TO STRATEGIC
RESTORATION
Understand “What nearshore ecosystem
processes are impaired, where and to what
degree” and identify restoration and
preservation that is:
ü strategic
ü based on ecosystem processes (inferred
from hydrogeomorphic structure and
known effects of modifications)
ü spatially explicit
ü comprehensive (all of Puget Sound)
ü linked to ecosystem functions, goods &
services

CONCEPTUAL BASIS - PSNERP
ECOSYSTEM
PROCESSES
Regional

• weather
• tectonic events
• tidal flooding
• wave energy

Local

• hydrology (tidal and current movement)
• freshwater inflow
• sediment erosion & accretion
• particle transport

Finite

ECOSYSTEM
STRUCTURE

• biogeochemical processing/cycling
• primary production
• food web transfer and connectedness
• decomposition
• reproduction
• ecological interactions
• behavior

ECOSYSTEM
FUNCTIONS

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA
2003,2005; de Groot et al. 2002, etc.)

• Supporting
ü fish and wildlife habitat
ü biodiversity

• Provisioning

ü food production
ü food web sources
ü coastal sediment supply

• Regulating

ü wave attenuation
ü sediment retention
ü flooding mediation
ü gas regulation

• Cultural

+ components

ü recreation
ü aesthetics
ü science and education

PSNERP NEARSHORE SCIENCE TEAM
APPROACH TO STRATEGIC RESTORATION
1. Clear guidance based on scientific results from
restoration and the broader literature
2. Establish independent peer review of science
guidance, products and process
3. Design objective process to arrive at spatiallyexplicit inventory of impaired and intact
shorelines that can be restored/protected
4. Develop strategies that restore and protect
ecosystem processes at appropriate (but include
landscape) scales

NST GUIDANCE TO STRATEGIC
RESTORATION

Level 2: Process

Level 3 (ACTION SCENARIO SUBMODEL, bulkhead removal) PSNERP Conceptual Model

Restoration
Action

Bulkhead
Removal *

* Complete removal of
bulkhead or other
armoring structure that
was constructed in
upper intertidal, with
commensurate removal
of natural riparian
vegetation on upland
margin

Restored
Processes

Structural
Changes

Sediment supply

Beach profile

Sediment
dynamics

Sediment
composition

Functional
Response

Reduced
shoreline erosion

Enhanced forage

Greater wave
dissipation
at high tide

Substrate
heterogeneity

Increased eelgrass

Accumulation of
wood and detritus

Backshore
vegetation

Benthos diversity
and production

Longer moisture
retention in
beach sediment

Substrate
moisture and

Potential Constraints
• Up-drift sediment sources
• Down-drift sediment movement
• Existing intertidal benthos
• Water quality
• Size structure of new sediment

PSNERP PLAN FORMULTION
Arriving at the Recommended Plan

PSNERP SHOREFORM CLASSIFICATION

Shipman (2008)

Classifying and Assessing Types and Impairment
of Nearshore Ecosystem Change
1. Fundamental “process unit” (PU) adopted as template to
assess spectrum of nearshore change and ‘impairment’, e.g.,
drift cells
2. Four tiers of change:
Tier 1: shoreform
Estuarine
Process Unit
transition & attribute
200-m
(EPU)
Tier 2: shoreline
estuaries
and deltas
modifications
Shoreline
bluff-backed beach
Process Unit
Tier 3: adjacent upland
(SPU)
Tier 4: drainage unit
3. Can also evaluate
integrated change, but
must be able to
disaggregate to show
component change
channelized
Drainage Unit (DU)

unchannelized
Drainage Unit (DU)

barrier beach

Non-channelized
drainages

Non-channelized
drainage

Subtidal zone of
nearshore region;
not addressed in
Change Analysis

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS

Example of transitions in shoreform type to Artificial shoreform in the Whidbey
Sub-basin (top) and from historic (left) to current (right) of different natural
shoreforms (bottom).

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS
Wetland Class Change (Tier 2)
HISTORIC

CURRENT

Examples of changes in wetland classes from historic to current conditions, from
Nooksack River delta (top) and Snohomish River delta (bottom).

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS
Shoreline Alterations (Tier 2)

Examples of shoreline alterations (Tier 2) changes mapped for a segment of the
Whidbey Sub-Basin; other features analyzed in this category of the Change
Analysis included nearshore fill, nearshore railroads (active and abandoned),
and percent change in wetland classes.

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS
Adjacent Upland (Tier 3) and Watershed Area (Tier 4) Change

a. Adjacent Upland (Tier 3)

b. Watershed Area (Tier 4)

Examples of land cover/land use and anthropomorphic features/stressors in the
adjacent upland area (a) and the watershed area (b) for a region of the Whidbey
Sub-basin. Features analyzed in the Change Analysis but now shown here
include: categories of impervious surface, railroads (active and abandoned),
dam locations (Tier 4 only), impounded drainage area (Tier 4 only), and percent
of historic drainage area (Tier 4 only).

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS
Impairment due to Shoreline Alteration

Top right: Potential nearshore
ecosystem impairment due to
shoreline alterations (Tier 2) among
Sound-wide process units (PU)
symbolized by Impairment Bin.
Top left: Frequency distribution of
Impairment Scores.
Bottom: Range of Impairment
Scores by Sub-basin. Boxplot
shows the median, interquartile
range (box length), outliers (cases
with values between 1.5 and 3 box
lengths from the upper or lower
edge of the box), and extreme
cases of individual variables (cases
with values more than 3 box
lengths from the upper or lower
edge of the box).

PSNERP CHANGE ANALYSIS
Impairment due to Multiple Shoreline Alterations

PSNERP PROBLEM STATEMENT
DERIVED FROM CHANGE ANALYSIS AND STRATETIC NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Objectives and Opportunities
Problem Statement
1.

Restore connectivity and size of large river deltas

•
•
•
•

Large River Delta Impacts
Estuarine Wetland Loss
Shortening and Simplification of Shoreline
Multiple Stressors

Four of the six major findings from the Strategic Needs Assessment can be
in the category
of significant
direct changes
ecosystems:
• Beaches to
andnearshore
Bluffs Disconnection
2. grouped
Restore sediment
input, transport
and accretion

1. Large river deltas have been widely impacted by multiple alterations that significantly
limit the
size ofcomplexity
the river and
estuaries
nearshore
ecosystem
processes they
• Coastal
Embayment
Loss or Disconnection
3. Restore
shoreline
length and degrade the
• Estuarine Wetland Loss
support.
• Shortening and Simplification of Shoreline
2. Many coastal embayments, including open coastal
inlets,
barrier estuaries, barrier
• Multiple
Stressors
lagoons, and closed lagoons/marshes, have been eliminated or disconnected from
Puget landscape
Sound byheterogeneity
the placement
and other
stressors.of Shoreline
• Shortening
and Simplification
4. Enhance
andof fill, tidal barriers,
3.connectivity
Impacts to beaches and bluffs have disconnected sediment inputs and altered sediment
transport and accretion along long sections of the Puget Sound shoreline.
• Large River Delta
Impacts
Estuarine
wetlands
have large
beenriver
extensively
lost throughout
Puget
Sound.
5. 4.Protect
relatively
un-degraded
deltas
• Estuarine Wetland Loss
• Shortening and Simplification of Shoreline
• Multiple Stressors

Two of the six major findings are categorized as changes that are widespread and
• Beaches and Bluffs Disconnection
4. pervasive:
Protect relatively un-degraded sources of
1.sediment
The shoreline of Puget Sound has become much shorter and simpler, as well as more
artificial.
• Coastal Embayment Loss or Disconnection
5. 2.Protect
un-degraded
embayments
• Estuarine
Wetlandtypes
Loss of changes that may
Largerelatively
portions
of Puget Sound
have been altered
by multiple
• Shortening and Simplification of Shoreline
cumulatively combine to severely degrade nearshore
ecosystem
processes.
• Multiple
Stressors
6.

Increase understanding of natural processes in
order to improve effectiveness of program actions

• Restoration efforts offer opportunities for further learning,
research, and education

BARRIER EMBAYMENTS STRATEGY
Strategy 3 – Barrier Embayments
Shoreline process units with barrier estuary,
barrier lagoon, or closed lagoon marsh shoreforms
568 Potential Sites
Armor removal
Groin removal
Dike removal
Topographic restoration
Sediment Input processes
Tidal Flow Processes

Management
Measures

Target
Processes

Sub-strategy – Lost Embayments (283 sites)
Specific historic embayments now absent

Photo: H. Shipman

Selected
Restoration Actions
Fit With PSNERP
Strategies
Embayment Actions

FUTURE IMPAIRMENT?
Potential
Changes in
Adjacent
Upland
Impairment
under FRAP
Status Quo
Scenario

CONSIDER FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
UNDER CLIMATE CHANGE!
Accelerated SLR inundation of lower
floodplains could offer opportunities
for restoration of the great lost tidal
swamps in much of Puget Sound

Photo: C. Simenstad

Extant emergent
tidal marshes
may also be
sustainable!

Photo: C. Simenstad

LESSONS LEARNED
Three requisites of strategic and synthetic restoration planning:

• Concept (Vision & Guidance)
– How do we think the system works?
– How do we translate that into sustainable restoration?
Trade-Off: familiarity vs. sustainability

• Analysis
– How can we assess anthropogenic change to diagnose reversible
ecosystem process degradation?
– How do we incorporate dynamic responses to future change?
Trade-Off: spatial explicitness vs. scientific uncertainty

• Implementation

– How do we develop socially-acceptable strategies to gain the
greatest goods and services for the future?
Trade-Off: institutional/social acceptance of marginalized
restoration vs. risk of opposition

LESSONS LEARNED: Vision
• Guidance principles of restoration:
o Compare/contrast nature of principles and how they
are used

• Ensure the “best available science” defines the
difference between restoration success and failure
o Distinguish what is ‘knowable’ and ‘unknowable’
expected of science and scientists in the process
o explicitly acknowledge and incorporate uncertainty

LESSONS LEARNED: Analysis
• Design for restoration of ecosystem processes, not
just ecosystem structure
• Preserve natural disturbance regimes that account
for complex and dynamic ecosystem structure and
function,
• Integrate restoration with protection
o Consider how the rate and ultimate level of restoring
functions often depends on integrity of adjacent
ecosystems at local to watershed scales

• Recognize how restoration engages at the
extremes
• Incorporate dynamics of landscape setting and
processes: Recognize that landscape change—the

LESSONS LEARNED: Analysis
“Understanding ecosystem response to
multiple shifting baselines is essential to set
reliable targets for restoration efforts.” (Duarte et
al. 2009)

Recognize the relevance to ecosystem
restoration of "Buffy Syndrome," in which we
never really face the level of uncertainty we
must deal with, in fact, in which we behave as
if they could recreate and live with the kind of
static, historic landscape baseline….Pauly’s
(1995) “shifting baseline”

LESSONS LEARNED: Implementation
• Design meaningful measurements of restoration
performance and “success”: try to integrate
scientific, technical and social criteria, or at least
elucidate trade-offs among them
• Project future ecosystem change: Identify
opportunities, in addition to constraints
• Discourage “instant gratification” approaches;
restoration takes time!
• Understand human and institutional dimensions
affecting restoration: Assess stakeholder trust/
acceptance of restoration science, and provide
recognizable scenarios of the trade-offs

TRADE-OFFS CAN BE
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE AND
DEFEATING!

SELF-

SUMMARY & TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
Ø A more synthetic, strategic approach is required for ecosystems restoration across
large, landscape scales. Opportunistic, small-scale restoration is alluring and socially
achievable, but cannot address recovery of impaired ecosystems at the landscape scale.
A more synthetic, strategic approach is required for restoration of dynamic, interconnected
ecosystems that will face future shifts in drivers across large, landscape scales.
Ø Comprehensive, science-based analysis can often achieve more than the narrow
project objectives. However, the future of such comprehensive restoration programs
may rest in how we evaluate their “success” and how invested stakeholders are in
acknowledging the trade-offs across those scales.
Ø A systematic, open and appropriately-reviewed process is important restoration
planning. However, promoting strategic restoration is not easy, especially when
addressing ecosystem processes involving landscapes across multiple ownership and
jurisdictions. Incorporating science guidance and independent review from the beginning
of restoration planning, that is transparent and open, will engage stakeholders.
Ø Social investment is not likely to follow without better understanding of
relationships of restoration to natural capitol and ecosystem goods and services. In

THE WISER CHALLENGE
WISER is poised to span the
gap between restoration vision
and implementation, on the
verge of completing an impressive
analysis, including ecosystem
recovery from large-scale
restoration and rehabilitation that
could be:
• scientifically feasible
• ecologically sustainable
• socially and economically
supportable
You have the analytical tools;
follow through with your vision for
implementation and monitoring!
….just ensure that stakeholders
and decision-makers are wellinformed about the trade-offs and
will be patient!

THANK YOU!
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